Collecting Remingtons

Remington Rolling Block Military Rifles of the World by George Layman

A pictorial essay on Remington's early metallic cartridge era pocket revolvers: their design, development, patents, models, and variations. The life of inventor W. S. Smoot is told for the first time ever.

Soft cover, 6 x 9” format, 120 pages of illustrations and color plates.

#BOOK-SRSPNFR

Remington Rolling Block Military Rifles

only $35.99

A Study of Remington’s Smoot Patent & Number Four Revolvers by Roy Marcot

A pictorial essay on Remington's early metallic cartridge era pocket revolvers: their design, development, patents, models, and variations. The life of inventor W. S. Smoot is told for the first time ever.

Soft cover, 6 x 9” format, 120 pages of illustrations and color plates.

#BOOK-SRSPNFR

Remington's First Revolvers

only $49.00

The Military Remington Rolling Block Rifle by George Layman

Includes newly discovered information and photographs of rare military rolling block rifles and carbines. Additionally, the inclusion of a recently uncovered shipment chart of Remington military rolling block rifles and carbines from 1888 to 1921 is listed. Soft cover, with 148 pages.

#Book-MRRBR Military Rolling Block Rifle only $19.99

Remington Rolling Block Firearms

by Konrad F. Schreier, Jr.

Complete coverage, from the 1866 “New Model” through the 1901 Target pistol. Illustrated with reproductions of original ads, price lists and photographs of collectable rolling block rifles and pistols. Soft cover, with 60 pages.

#Book-RRBF Remington Rolling Block only $6.99

The Military Remington Rolling Block Rifle

only $35.99

Remington Army and Navy Revolvers, 1861 - 1888 by Donald L. Ware

Donald devoted 25 years of research in the Ordnance Department archives, the Remington factory records and Army and Navy records to assemble this detailed examination of the development and evolution of Remington revolvers from the beginning of the Civil War through the end of the Indian Wars. Hard cover 434 pages 8-1/2 by 11 format.

#BOOK-RANR Remington Army and Navy Revolvers only $55.99